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CHAPTER – 1

It must have been half past seven because John Briggs had
just arrived home from work complaining, as usual, about his
day. It never failed, every day, six nights a week, he would
come home and complain about his job.

“Dad, if you don’t like your job then why don’t you
just quit?” Jason, his fifteen year old son, asked.

“Just because I complain about it, doesn’t mean I
don’t occasionally enjoy it.” His father answered.

Jason and his father are very much alike in physical
appearance, they both have hazel eyes, they’re both slim with
medium build shoulders. Both have long black shoulder length
hair, with the exception that Jason always kept his hair in a
pony-tail, and John, who most of the times had it loose and
although he didn’t want to admit it, had a receding hairline.
However that’s where their appearance stops, because Jason
had a bronze almost sun tanned complexion due to the mix
heritage in his family. His mother, Sandra, who was half Afro-
American and Puerto Rican while John was half Italian and
American.

John was always interested in talking about politics,
but he also had an interest in history, specifically the twentieth
century. He felt that the technology that were being utilized
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then were much more simpler, but yet complicated in many
ways and not being used to its full potential. Jason carries with
him, in his wallet for good luck, a 1980 American twenty dol-
lar bill which was given to him by his father. There really isn’t
much of a difference, except that instead of the presidents
face being in the middle it was now moved over to the left
by a couple of inches. This was done to provide room for
the barcodes. It was even printed on smooth, almost wax-like
paper. The government claimed that it was made to prevent
counterfeiters from producing and distributing their bills out
as the real ones.

Now if you were to ask Jason’s father, he would say
that the bills were made so that the government could keep
better track of people. John believed that anything and every-
thing the government did was a conspiracy. That for whatever
reason they did things, it wasn’t to benefit the people.

On this night Jason and his family were sitting down
enjoying dinner and watching as usual, the evening news.
Some people would think that while a person was eating he or
she would not talk, especially with their mouth full. Well not
his father, watching the news during dinner was a big mistake.
But on this night Jason, his family, and the entire world will
be in shock with what they were about to witness on national
television. It all happened so quick, one minute they’re eat-
ing dinner and discussing politics when all of a sudden the
holographic 3D television goes blank for about five seconds.

When the H.3D.T.V. came back on there were no
reporters. Even the news itself was no longer broadcasting,
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it was the same in every station and in every country. The
radio stations weren’t even broadcasting their usual programs,
they were all quiet. On the H.3D.T.V. all anyone was able to
see was a large room with high-tech computerized screens
and to the sides were walls of panels which had weird almost
hieroglyphic markings. As the Briggs family, and every family
in the world watched patiently, waiting for an explanation a
voice was heard.

“Greetings.” The voice said, “My name in your lan-
guage, is Beklota. We are from the planet Draqkorlamaque,
and we come in peace.”

At first the Briggs family thought it was some kind
of a joke or promotional advertisement for a new television
program, until they saw what was talking. This creature was
similar to those described in alien abduction books, it had a
big oval head with huge black powerful eyes. It had a small slit
for a mouth, but it wasn’t using it to communicate. Its skin
was almost translucent, its body was long and narrow, so were
its arms, legs, and fingers.

“My God! Look at that thing, it’s hideous.” Said Ja-
son’s mother, Sandra, as she reached for her husband’s hand
for comfort. John, who felt her hand touch his, squeezed it
gently.

“It ain’t hideous and it’s not a thing, it’s a living be-
ing. As a matter of fact, the most remarkable one I have ever
seen.” Jason said, as he gazed at the H.3D.T.V. in wonder.

The alien, Beklota, continued, “Please do not be
frightened by my appearance. Although I cannot see you, my
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people and I know that you too appear to be different from
us.” As the alien continued to explain why he couldn’t see the
people of Earth, which was similar to the way television’s and
radio’s worked, all Jason kept thinking to himself was ‘Wow.’

“We will be arriving on your planet in approximately
seventeen hours.” He then paused for a moment before
continuing, “Please do not be frightened by the number of
ships, or their size. The mother-ship, Avoloxzia, will remain in
space due to its large size. However, several smaller ships will
be deployed with permission, to study your Earth’s environ-
ment. Inside these ships, there will be representatives from my
home world who will meet with your leaders, after which they
will all report back to me.” Yet again he paused. “My people
and I are looking forward to meeting with you. Till we arrive,
farewell.”

The H.3D.T.V. goes blank again for a few seconds,
then comes back on with the news reporters who were in as
much of a shock as the rest of the world.

“My lord, what the hell was that!?!” Chris Turner said
out loud, as he turned to look at his co-anchor Alexandria
Booth, who just shrugged her shoulders.

“You’re on!” shouted somebody off camera.
“Oh. Yes. We apologize for that interruption, but it

was beyond our control.” He again looks at his co-anchor as
he does every night for her to end the program. But she didn’t
do anything, she just stared into the cameras with an empty
look on her face, so he decides to go on, “Um, we’ll have
more information for you as it becomes available. For now,
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this is Chris Turner and Alexandria Booth wishing you a safe
and pleasant evening.”

As the credits from the evening news were rolling,
the telephone rang, “Hello?” Sandra asked as she looked at
the phone monitor. It was Jason’s aunt, from his mother’s side,
Natasha. She called to talk to his mother about that thing, as
she called it, that was on the H.3D.T.V.

“Oh, hi. How are you doing?” Said Sandra, quickly
recognizing her sisters voice, “Yes I saw it… Of course I’m
worried… Yeah, we all saw it… Well it looked real, but I guess
we’ll soon find out…”

As Sandra kept talking on the phone, which some-
times would last hours. John got up from the chair, grabbed
the remote to the H.3D.T.V. that was on top of the coffee
table alongside the newspaper, which he also grabbed after
turning off the H.3D.T.V. He then went and sat on his favorite
recliner, which nobody dared to sit on while he was home,
and began to read the newspaper. Not one word was heard
from him, he just sat their very quietly. It was as if he knew
something no one else did.

Later that night, as Jason was getting ready for bed,
his father knocked on his bedroom door, “Come in.” His
father then opened the door and stuck his head through,
“Goodnight son.”

“Goodnight dad. Dad, why do you think they’re com-
ing?” Jason asked, as
he stood by the window looking up at the stars.
John, who Jason can see opening the door wider through the
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reflection of the glass, didn’t really have an answer. But he
gave it a try anyway and said, “I don’t know son, but they’re
coming for a reason. Whatever that reason is, we’ll probably
regret it.”

That night as Jason was trying to fall asleep, his fa-
ther’s words echoed through his head making it very difficult
for him to sleep. He was tossing and turning for hours, he
would be lucky if he got any sleep at all.

The next morning, Jason woke up earlier than usual.
He must have been the first one up among his family, at least
he thought he was at the time. But when he went outside to
sit on one of the sofa-chairs that was on the front porch, both
his mother, father, and even his aunt Natasha were already
sitting there, drinking their usual morning coffee.

“What are you guys doing up so early on a Satur-
day?”

“The same can be asked of you?” His mother an-
swered.

They were either curious or probably couldn’t get any
sleep he thought, as he went to kiss his aunt on the cheek.
Whatever it was he couldn’t blame them, after all, Earth was
expecting company.

As morning turned into afternoon, all Jason kept
thinking about was what the heck his father was doing up so
early in the day on his only day off. Of course he knew the
reason why, but the aliens weren’t going to arrive till at least
3:00 p.m. As the hours continued, everyone in the neighbor-
hood slowly but surely crept there way outside onto their
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porch, some even went as far as to climb the roofs of either
their house or garage. The hour grew closer to their arrival,
Jason and his parents were getting anxious and as far as they
were able to tell, so was the entire world.

A special report suddenly came on, and its topic was
the sighting. The special reports were on every station, in
every language. As the reports started coming in about one
of the ships, the Briggs family were seeing one first hand.
The reporters felt that it was necessary for them to remind
the public not to worry and not to be frightened, but nobody
was, Jason for one thought that these ships were incredible.
Although the ship that was hovering above them wasn’t the
mother-ship, it was still as large as eleven football stadiums in
diameter, if not bigger.

Natasha walked out from under the roof of the porch
to get a better view of the flying object, “Would you look at
the size of that thing.” She said.

“Yeah. Could you imagine the size of the mother-
ship, it must be twice as big.” Said John, looking up from the
side of the porch.

During the special reports, they showed different
kinds of ships. Some were colored differently and were of dif-
ferent size and shape, but unique in their own way. Specifically
the one that was hovering above the Briggs’ state. This ship
wasn’t like the others, it wasn’t oval or saucer-like in shape. It
really didn’t have any of the traditional shapes people would
read about, it basically looked like a silver metallic sphere. The
ship made a low humming sound while it was positioning
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itself, but after it positioned itself the sound was no longer
heard.

“Have you noticed anything peculiar about this ship,
or for that matter, all of them?” John asked, as he joined his
family by the end of the steps of the porch.

“They don’t have doors?” She replied as she walked
towards her husband.

“At least none that are visible.”
“That’s dad, always the observer.” Jason said sarcasti-

cally. Still, Jason could not help but wonder why.
As the days continued, the aliens, or Draqkor as they

were called, met with the various representatives of the world.
The media kept a close watch on both their appearances,
which were slightly different from one another due to their
complexions, and also on their progress which was moving at
a rather faster pace than anyone in the world had anticipated.

Within one month after their arrival, these beings
which looked like passengers from their home world, were
given permission by the Earth’s representatives and Beklota
to come out of their ships. It has been said that if Earth ever
made contact with another intelligent life form, that they
would perhaps have either a solution or cure to many of the
problems and diseases that plague the Earth. But that isn’t
necessarily true, at least not with these aliens.

The Draqkor were very intelligent, but could not
really cure any of the Earth’s diseases. They did, however,
helped to solve many of Earth’s problems, specifically in the
field of space travel. In return for their knowledge, they asked
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the different governments if they can have permission to
study Earth’s history, especially Top Secret government files.

If Jason’s father knew of this exchange he would say
that he was right, that they do have a reason for being on
Earth. But whether the good people of Earth will regret it or
not, still remains a mystery…
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